Abstract -Enhancing brand awareness through online social networks is increasingly pivotal to business success. This paper is concerned with a hybrid paradigm for modeling, simulation and analysis of brand virality in social media. In particular, mathematical models and graphical animation are proposed and formulated to represent the spread and viral process of a brand over social Web and mobile networks. Simulation prototype are also created to illustrate relevant ideas and concepts. Furthermore, a fuzzy logic-based framework is developed to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of brand virality. Our work provides a solid foundation for further investigation in this field.
INTRODUCTION
The creator and inventor of the World Wide Web, Sir Tim Berners-Lee said: "The web is a network of people". People communicate and share information with each other in the social Web environment.
According to Li & Li [5] : "Social media and associated tools, such as Facebook, are Web-based applications built upon Web 2.0 technologies. They enable and allow online interactions and communication amongst individuals and virtual communities for creating, co-creating, sharing, discussing, and amending user-produced contents [1, 2, 3] ".
In this digital age, brand awareness can be increased by taking advantage of people's communication and information sharing over the Internet and social media platforms. Electronic Word-of-Mouth, and viral marketing in a broader perspective, is concerned with publishing and issuing brand information on the World Wide Web and online social media, and stimulate and encourage the audience to share and circulate the content.
Mills [4] proposed a conceptual framework for virality in social media, consisting of four elements: spreadability, propagativity, integration and nexus. Long and Li [7] reported some preliminary mathematical work, together with complex adaptive system modeling effort on evolutionary branding of products in dynamically changing markets. Abhishek et al. [11] proposed a model for quantifying the viral nature of an information item in an online social network.
In our study, taking into account of the complexity and the multi-facets of brand virality modeling and analysis, we propose a hybrid approach [6, 8, 9] that integrates the strengths of diverse methods and techniques for problemsolving.
II. THE HYBRID PARADIGM
The properties of branded content over social media may include such facets as dynamic spreading, viral nature with uncertainties, growth and decay of user engagement, brand building, brand damaging risks and associated effectiveness and efficiency of brand virality. Our hybrid paradigm matching the powers of different methods and techniques with the facets of online brand virality is given in Table 1 . The following sections will only focus on modeling, simulation and evaluation of brand virality in social media environments.
III. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ENGAGEMENT
In the social media contexts, "reach" is the number of people who have seen the branded post.
There are also people who like the branded content, click it, share it, re-post it, provide comments and talk about this. Facebook defines engagement as including all clicks. Good understanding and analysis of user engagement to a brand will help improve customer relationships and brand loyalty.
With more audience engaged with a branded post, relevant brand image can be amplified.
With a serious of online posts, the estimated number of engaged users via a social media platform, say, Facebook.com, may be formulated as a simple exponential function [18] . When brand damaging and a decay situation occurs, the growth rate takes a negative value.
When tackling a real-world simulation problem, an exponential function may not work well due to uncertainties, ambiguities, and uncontrollable audience behavior. To be more realistic , we recommend to use a random number generation method and probability distributions, for example, the continuous uniform distribution, combined with dynamic displays and animation movies, to describe the changes, "growth" of engaged users, and count relevant numbers, and the online viral process.
A simplified illustration example of random user engagement simulation for a branded content is shown in Figure 1 . Persons in green color are engaged across the social networks, while the white ones are the disengaged and the yellow icons are the reached. Netlogo software tool and multiple software agents, called Turtles, are coded and created to produce the illustration and simulation with graphical animation. It is of crucial importance for us to understand, model and compute, and simulate brand virality in social Web contexts.
On the basis of Abhishek et al. [11] 's work and the Simple Pathogenic Epidemic Model, we now provide a model for brand virality in social media contexts and propose the following equation. (1) where BV -an index for brand virality; R-cumulative reach of audience in a social network; R0 -initial reach; r -the daily reach number of people over social media; t -the number of days; EU -the sum of the number of engaged users who clicked, liked, shared, re-posted and commented on the brand item or content; ln -natural logarithm.
BV = ln ((R/R0*r/R*EU)/t)
A Netlogo simulation example of brand virality index on the basis of equation (1) is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
A. Fuzzy logic and the space of the variables affecting brand virality in social media
'A fuzzy set is a class of objects with a continuum of grades of membership' [12, page 338] . Let U be a universe of discourse, a collection of objects {u}. A fuzzy set A in U is characterized by a membership or compatibility function μA taking values in the interval [0, 1] . A in U is represented as [13, 15] :
Based upon Fung et al [16] 's work, the set of variables (with values ranging from 1 to 10, for example) that determine the effectiveness and efficiency of brand virality can be expressed as a vector H:
For instance, any value of the index for brand virality can be easily transformed into a scale of 1 to 10. For the input fuzzy vector H, there exists a real vector w that represents the weights or relative importance for each of the variables, such that w = (w1, w2, …, wm) which can be determined using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP).
We then aggregate the values of H and w to work out the value of an object, u, using the following formula:
B. Fuzzification of the variables determining the effectiveness and efficiency of brand virality in social media
Trapezoidal membership/compatibility functions are employed to fuzzify the aggregated scores for assessing brand virality over online social networks. For real numbers a <= b <= c <= d, the trapezoid Γ (a, b, c, d) with amplitude one is defined as [17] :
Γ(u) = (d -u)/(d -c) if c < u <= d;

Γ(u) = 0 if d < u;
Γ(u) = 1 if a = b;
Γ(u) = 1 if c = d.
Here, u U where U is the universe of discourse or scale of the performance variable for brand virality.
C. Fuzzy inference for assessing the effectiveness and efficiency of brand virality over social media
On the basis of Zadeh [14] 's theory and principles for the management of uncertainty in fuzzy expert systems, the mechanism for evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of brand virality is proposed below.
If we use P to denote the name of the performance variable, and T(P) is the term set of P, that is, the collection of its linguistic values, then we have T(P) = (poor, good, excellent) with underlying fuzzy sets and certain degree of confidence or a grade of certainty. This is illustrated in Figure 3 Our system utilizes a strategy that begins with known facts and aims to infer and reach the conclusions implied by the facts or entries. The chaining control can be coded by applying the forward reasoning mechanism. The inputted data and personal judgement, preprogrammed "if -then" and fuzzy rules can be applied in a data-driven forward thinking way for assessing brand virality performance. The fuzzy rules for evaluating performance as "poor", "good" or "excellent" with certain degrees of truth are based upon the above-mentioned trapezoidal membership functions.
VI. HYPOTHESES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
On the basis of the literature [5, 8, 9, 10 ] , the work discussed in the previous sections, and the authors' own reflection and synthesis of relevant research work, the following hypotheses are formulated for further investigation on this topic. Hypothesis 1. Users of the hybrid paradigm for simulation and evaluation of brand virality over social media will achieve better understanding of the viral process than non-users.
Hypothesis 2. Users of the hybrid paradigm will obtain better insights about how a brand is viral and amplified across online social networks than non-users.
Hypothesis 3. Users of the hybrid paradigm will be able to acquire more knowledge about brand virality in social media contexts than non-users.
Hypothesis 4. Users of the hybrid paradigm will have more chance to reduce the risks for brand damaging in social media contexts than non-users.
Hypothesis 5. Users of the hybrid paradigm will obtain a better understanding of how consumer loyalty for a brand is affected by various factors in the social media contexts than non-users.
Hypothesis 6. Users of the hybrid paradigm will be able to simulate and explore more viral marketing or advertising alternatives for branding in social media contexts than nonusers Hypothesis 7. Users of the hybrid paradigm will attain better coupling of simulation analysis with human judgment and intuition in the process of online branding than nonusers Hypothesis 8. Users of the hybrid paradigm will be able to make better improvements on their brand identity and image than non-users Hypothesis 9. Users of the hybrid paradigm will be able to establish more customer loyalty for their brand than nonusers VII. CONCLUSIONS This paper has been aimed to develop a hybrid framework for modeling, simulation and assessment of brand virality across online social networks. In our proposed paradigm, mathematical models and dynamic animation are employed to represent user engagement phenomenon with graphical animation, brand virality and spread. Examples have been provided to illustrate relevant concepts and ideas. Fuzzy logic has been applied to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of online brand building and virality.
Our work provides a good foundation for further research in this field.
In this digital age, managers want to build a brand, to achieve good brand building effects while avoiding any damage to their brand. We have sought to model and perform "what-if" analysis for the nature of the virality of branded contents across the online social networks. Our models can be used as a training tool. It can also be utilized to help managers in decision making for brand building, and viral and social media marketing.
Further work is being undertaken by the authors to extend the simulation prototype by coding more functions and incorporating more artificial intelligence components. Testing relevant hypotheses will also be a priority for the next stage of research.
